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SELFN DUCED ROTATON ELLPSOMETER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
Previous work with lasers in the field of material 5 

detection has been in the nature of tuning the laser beam 
across a single photon resonance of the material being 
detected and measuring the amount of power absorbed 
or scattered from the incident beam. This technique is 
rather insensitive and is subject to background, since 
other materials may also remove power from the beam. 
The previous method of detection of elliptical polar 

ization has merely been to rotate a polarization filter 
and measure the power transmitted as a function of 
angle. Since no polarization filter is perfect, there is a 
finite amount of power transmitted by a filter at a right 
angle to the plane of polarization of a linear beam and 
even a perfectly polarized linear beam will appear to be 
slightly elliptically polarized. This method also lacks sensitivity. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The invention relates to a device for measuring the 

degree of elliptical polarization of a coherent beam of 
optical radiation. It makes use of a self-induced ellipse 25 
rotation effect that takes place when the frequency of 
the elliptically polarized beam is close to the frequency 
of a strong single photon resonance of a medium. 
In an application as a pollution detector, elliptical 

polarization is induced in a linearly polarized beam by 30 
passing the linearly polarized beam to be tested in coin 
cidence with a circularly polarized beam through a 
sample of a gaseous medium. When the frequencies of 
the two beams add (or subtract) to a value close to the 
frequency associated with a two-photon (or Raman) 
resonance of the pollutant that is to be measured, the 
two beams interact in such a way that the initially lin 
early polarized beam becomes slightly elliptically polar 
ized, the degree of ellipticity being dependent on the 
concentration of the material in question. The major 
axis of the elliptically polarized beam so produced is 
then rotated by the ellipse rotation effect described 
above by coupling the beam through a cell having a 
medium with an appropriate single photon resonance. 
The rotated elliptically polarized beam passes through a 45 
polarization filter oriented at right angles to the initial 
direction of linear polarization. The amount of radiation 
transmitted by the filter depends on the amount of ellip 
ticity, and thus on the concentration of the pollutant 
that it is desired to measure. 
The rotation effect serves to increase the sensitivity 

of the material detector. A small portion of the ellipti 
cally polarized beam (depending on the magnitude of 
the minor axis of the ellipse) would be transmitted by 
the filter even in the absence of the ellipse rotation. The 55 
rotation of the axis of the ellipse increases the amount of 
radiation transmitted and thus increases the sensitivity 
of the device by producing a greater amount of trans 
mitted power for a given concentration of pollutant. 
The device is also applicable, of course, for the mea- 60 

surement of the concentration of desired materials as 
well as of pollutants. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 shows in partially schematic, partially picto- 65 

rial form a material detector according to the invention. 
FIG. 2 shows in partially schematic, partially picto 

rial form an ellipsometer according to the invention. 
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2 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In FIG. 1, laser 1 generates a beam at a frequency that 
is close to the frequency of a single-photon resonance of 
the material in major axis rotator 8, illustratively the 
sodium vapor. The beam is polarized along a predeter 
mined direction by linear polarizer 3, passes through 
beamsplitter 5 and enters test cell 7 simultaneously with 
the beam from laser 2. 

Laser 2 generates a beam at a frequency such that the 
sum (or difference) of frequencies of the beams of lasers 
1 and 2 is close to the frequency associated with a se 
lected two-photon (or Raman) resonance of the mate 
rial being tested. The beam from laser 2 is circularly 
polarized by polarizer 4 and is reflected by mirror 6 and 
beamsplitter 5 so that it enters test cell 7 collinearly and 
simultaneously with the linear beam from laser 1. 

Test cell 7 contains the material to be tested, illustra 
tively a sample of a gaseous mixture such as air. The 
sum (or difference) of the frequencies of the two laser 
beams is set to a value close to the value associated with 
a selected two-photon (or Raman) resonance of some 
pollutant, such as carbon monoxide. If no carbon mon 
oxide is present in the sample being tested, the linearly 
polarized beam is unaffected as it passes through test 
cell 7. In that case, the linearly polarized beam is no 
affected by major axis. rotation cell 8, which acts only 
on elliptically polarized beams, and passes through cell 
8 to polarization filter 9, the axis of which is set at a 
right angle to the direction of polarization of the beam. 
Since the respective axes of polarization of beam and 
filter are at right angles, the beam is blocked by the 
filter. 

If some carbon monoxide is present in test cell 7, then 
the circularly polarized beam from laser 2 interacts with 
that component of the linearly polarized beam that 
satisfies the relevant angular momentum quantum me 
chanical selection rule. With the quantum mechanical 
selection rule satisifed, some fraction of that component 
of the linear beam will be absorbed, the amount ab 
sorbed being dependent on the density of carbon mon 
oxide present in test cell 7. As the formerly linearly 
polarized beam leaves test cell 7, the two circularly 
polarized components of that beam will no longer be 
equal in amplitude, since one has been partially ab 
sorbed, and the beam will no longer be linearly polar 
ized but will be elliptically polarized. 

In major axis rotation cell 8, the two components of 
the elliptically polarized beam interact with the sodium 
vapor unequally, the precise strength of the interaction 
being dependent on how close the frequency of the 
beam is to the frequency associated with the resonancf. 
mentioned above (the well-known sodium-D line), the 
effect of this unequal interaction being to rotate the 
major axis of the elliptically polarized beam. The effect 
of this rotation on the amount of radiation passing 
through polarizing filter 9 is to increase it by a large 
amount. If major axis rotation cell 8 were not present, a 
small amount of light would pass through filter 9, and 
be detected in detector 10 the amount of light being 
dependent on the magnitude of the minor axis of the 
ellipse. When the major axis is rotated, the amount of 
light transmitted will be much larger than in the un 
rotated case, and detector 10 (having a particular sensi 
tivity) will be able to detect far smaller quantities of 
carbon monoxide. 
The increase of sensitivity of a detector constructed 

according to this invention over the sensitivity of a 
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prior art detector may be illustrated by a numerical 
example, using sodium as the medium in the major axis 
rotation cell (at a density of 10/cm) and a detuning of 
1 GHz of the frequency of laser 1 from the sodium-D 
line. 
The major axis will be rotated by an angle 

5 

4. (1) 
d = IgEN VR 

(AV) O 

where l is the length of the major axis rotation cell, u is 
the sodium vapor density, v is the frequency of laser 1, 
Av is the detuning of laser 1 from the D resonance, u 
is the dipole moment of the resonance, h is Planck's 15 
constant, c is the speed of light, and Iris the extra inten 
sity of the stronger circularly polarized component of 
the elliptically polarized beam. If we assume confocal 
focusing, 

4P (2) 20 y 

IR = f 

where P is the extra power in watts. Substituting in 
Equation (1), we have: 25 

d(radians) = 1.2 x 10'P(watts). (3) 

The maximum PR may be expressed as: 
30 

Prs t (4) 

where T is the lifetime of the level involved in the two 
photon transition (10 sec.), n is the number of mole 
cules of pollutant per cubic centimeter, and the other 
symbols have been defined. 

Substituting for d and squaring, we have 
d? - 16 x 10n. (5) 

40 
The limit of detection of d is d = 107 (see "Dop 

pler-Free Laser Polarization Spectroscopy', by C. Wie 
man and T. W. Hänsch in Physical Review Letters, 36, 
1170 (1976)), so the minimum amount of pollutant that 
may be detected is n = 8 x 10 molecules. In a cell 10 45 
centimeters long with confocal focusing, this corre 
sponds to a density of approximately 3 x 10 molecu 
les/cm. 

Since air has a density of approximately 3 = 10' 
molecules/cm, contaminants present in the ratio of one 
part in 10 may be detected. The best measurement 
with absorption techniques that has come to our atten 
tion had a sensitivity of 100 molecules/cm ("Measure 
ment of Sodium-Vapor-Density at Very Low Pressures 
by an Optical Method', by N. Ioli et al., Journal of the 
Optical Society of America, 61, 1251, (1971). Accord 
ingly, the present invention provides a factor of 30,000 
increase in sensitivity. 
This same amplification process of major axis rotation 

cell 8 can be used to measure the ellipticity of a beam 60 
produced by any other means, such as a pattern of bire 
fringence induced by stress in an optical element and 
cell 8 can be used in connection with polarization filter 
9 to measure ellipticity in the apparatus shown in FIG. 
2. Source 20 produces a beam of radiation, the ellipticity 65. 
of which is to be measured. The beam passes through 
major axis rotator 8 and polarization filter 9, as before, 
continuing on to detector 10. If source 20 is tunable, the 
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4. 
frequency of the beam is tuned off resonance so the 
beam passes through cell 8 unaffected and filter 9 is 
rotated to measure the major and minor axes of the 
ellipse by observation of the signal in detector 10. Filter 
9 is set along the minor axis (i.e., at a right angle to the 
major axis) and the frequency is tuned through the 
resonance. The signal in detector 10 is then a measure of 
the degree of rotation of the major axis and thus a mea 
sure of the ellipticity. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A material detector comprising: 
means for producing a first coherent optical beam at 

a first frequency, linearly polarized at a first angle, 
means for producing a second, circularly polarized, 

coherent optical beam at a second frequency, 
a test cell for holding a sample to be tested for the 

presence of said material, 
means for transmitting collinearly said first and sec 
ond beams through said test cell, whereby said first 
beam becomes elliptically polarized, having major 
and minor axes, when a quantity of said material is 
present in said test cell and the sum of said first and 
second frequencies is substantially equal to the 
frequency associated with a two-photon resonance 
of said material, 

a major axis rotation cell containing a medium, 
means for extracting said first beam from said test cell 
and for transmitting said first beam through said 
major axis rotation cell, whereby said major axis is 
rotated to a second angle by the interaction of said 
first beam with said medium, and 

a polarization filter having an axis, intercepting said 
first beam after it has passed through said major 
axis rotation cell, which axis is oriented substan 
tially at a right angle to said first angle, whereby 
said first beam is transmitted by said polarization 
filter only when said material is present in said test 
cell. 

2. A material detector according to claim 1 in which 
said second frequency is tunable. 

3. A material detector according to claim 2 in which 
said medium is an alkali metal vapor. 

4. A material detector according to claim 3 in which 
said medium is sodium vapor. 

5. An apparatus for measuring elliptical polarization 
of a beam of optical radiation comprising: 
a major axis rotation cell containing a medium having 

a strong single-photon resonance, 
means for transmitting a beam of elliptically polarized 

optical radiation of a predetermined frequency 
close to the frequency associated with said single 
photon resonance into said major axis rotation cell, 

a polarization filter having an axis, which axis is rotat 
able about the direction of transmission of said 
optical beam, and 

means for extracting said optical beam from said 
major axis rotation cell and for directing said opti 
cal beam into said filter whereby a portion of said 
optical beam is transmitted by said filter, which 
portion varies as said axis is rotated about said 
direction of transmission. 

6. An apparatus for measuring elliptical polarization 
according to claim 5 in which said medium is an alkali 
metal vapor. 

7. An apparatus for measuring elliptical polarization 
according to claim 6, in which said medium is sodium 
vapor. 


